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Disclaimers and Limitations
This ESCP has been prepared by WSP exclusively for Tararua District Council (TDC) in relation to the
Woodville Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) proposed wetland area. The findings in this Report
are based on and are subject to the assumptions specified in the Report and Offer of Service dated
2013 WSP accepts no liability whatsoever for any reliance on or use of this report, in whole or in part,
for any use or purpose other than the Purpose or any use or reliance on the Report by any third party.
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1

Introduction

WSP were engaged to submit a resource consent application and associated documentation for
the discharge of treated wastewater from Woodville Wastewater Treatment Plant. Since the
Resource Consent application was lodged, Tararua District Council (TDC) has undertaken several
upgrades to the Woodville Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) and propose to include a
constructed wetland as the final stage of treatment before discharge of tertiary treated wastewater
to Manga-atua Stream, as shown in Figure 1 below.
This Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) sets out how the site will be managed to minimise
erosion and sediment discharges to the surrounding area during the construction of the proposed
wetland.
This report is intended to inform and indicate the methodology that will be used to avoid, mitigate
and manage erosion and sediment discharge from the site to waterways and surrounding areas.

Mangapapa Stream

Pond 2
Pond 3

Pond 1

Pond 4

Proposed
Wetland Site

Manga-atua Stream
Figure 1: Proposed Wetland Site Location
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2

Site Description

The proposed WWTP wetland is located approximately 3km east from the western edge of the
Pahiatua basin and the entrance to the Manawatu Gorge. The Pahiatua basin is bound by the
Tararua and Ruahine Ranges to the west and the Waewaepa and Puketoi ranges to the east, where
the topography of the site slopes gently to the southwest. To the north of Ponds 2 and 3, and south
of the railway, the land is generally level and is at a slightly higher elevation than that of the ponds.
There are two streams of significance within the surrounding area of the site, the Mangapapa Stream
and the Manga-atua Stream. The Mangapapa Stream lies adjacent to, and west of, the WWTP and
is at a similar elevation to the existing WWTP ponds (approximately 30m from Pond 3). In addition
to the Mangapapa Stream, there are several unnamed tributaries and potential overland paths in
the wider area of the WWTP. These converge to the south of the WWTP and discharge via a single
channel to the Manga-atua Stream.
The proposed wetland site has an approximate high point altitude of 65 Metres Above Sea Level
(ASL). This gradually decreases to an altitude of approximately 57 metres ASL near the Manga-atua
stream, see Figure 2 below. The change in altitude across the site (from east to west) goes from
approximately 61 metres ASL on the east to 57 metres ASL on the west, see Figure 2 below.

65 m ASL

61 m ASL
57 m ASL

Figure 2: Approximate elevations across site
See Figure 3 below for a graphical representation of the site altitude from south to north (red).

Figure 3: Altitude of Current Topography for Proposed Wetland Site (South to North)
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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See Figure 4 below for a graphical representation of the site altitude from west to east (green).

Figure 4: Altitude of Current Topography for Proposed Wetland Site (West to East)

3 Work Description
The overall scope of the project involves the construction of a new wetland to allow treated
wastewater to flow over and through the land, prior to it discharging to the Manga-atua Stream.
During the initial Resource Consent Application, two potential sites were being investigated in the
vicinity of the WWTP, where site 1 has now been identified as the preferred site for the wetland, see
Figure 5 below for the location of the proposed wetland.
A three-bay wetland has been proposed, with the bays broken down into a vertical flow wetland,
surface flow wetland and biodiversity wetland.
The vertical flow wetland (bay 1) will receive treated wastewater from the ponds, which will pass
down vertically through a constructed substrate of sand and gravel before passing to bay 2. The
surface area of bay 1 is approximately 3220m2 (wet area only) with an approximate depth of 1.5m. It
is proposed that 4830m2 of material will be excavated for bay 1.
The surface flow wetland (bay 2) will receive treated wastewater from the vertical flow wetland. Bay
2 will be planted so that the surface is fully covered with native rushes and sedges. Treated
wastewater will pass slowly through the wetland, where it will be retained for approximately 2 to 4
days. The surface area of bay 2 is approximately 6150m2 with an approximate depth of 500mm. It is
proposed that 3075m2 of material will be excavated for bay 2.
The biodiversity wetland (bay 3) will receive water from the surface flow wetland. A mix of open
water, rush and sledge areas and wetland margin trees and shrubs will be planted. The wetland
would not be lined to allow slow natural percolation through the base of the wetland. The remainder
of the treated wastewater will be directed towards the stream via an infiltration bed. the wetland
would provide habitat for wetland birds, fish (including tuna) and invertebrates. The approximate
dimensions and volumes of bay 3 have not been determined at this stage, as co-design will occur
with local Iwi. It is expected that minimal excavation will be required for bay 3.
Works will be undertaken approximately 145 m from Mangapapa Stream and approximately 10 m
from Manga-atua Stream.
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Vertical flow wetland
dimensions
Surface area: 3220 m2 (wet area
only)
Depth : approx 1.5m
Earth volume to extract: 4830m3
Surface flow wetland
dimensions
Surface area: 6150 m2
Depth (average): 500mm
Earth volume to extract: 3075m3
Biodiversity wetland dimensions
As yet uncalculated; co-design
to occur with iwi; minimal
excavation likely to be
necessary.

Vertical flow
wetland

Surface flow
wetland

Biodiversity
wetland

Figure 5: Proposed Wetland Earthworks Volumes (Site 1)
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4 Principles for Minimising Site Sediment Discharges
Horizons Regional Council has adopted the Greater Wellington Regional Council Erosion and
Sediment Control Guidelines1. This Plan identifies a range of appropriate best practice erosion and
sediment control methods which are in accordance with Council Guidelines.
10 (numbered A to J below) key erosion and sediment control principles adapted from the GWRC
and other Guidelines are explained below. These principles are then applied to this Project with its
specific site conditions:
A. Minimise Disturbance: Fit land development to land sensitivity. Some parts of a site should
never be worked, and others need very careful working. Watch out for and avoid areas that
are wet (streams, wetlands, and springs), have steep or fragile soils, or are conservation sites or
features. Adopt a minimum earthworks strategy (low impact design), ideally only clear areas
required for structures or access.
Minimise Disturbance - Site Specific Detail for This Project:
•

This ESCP incorporates the strategy of disturbing a minimal amount of land at a time for
project earthworks. Only land required for current construction activities will be uncovered

•

Where possible, existing vegetation will be left undisturbed to provide erosion and
sediment filtering

B. Staged Construction: Carrying out bulk earthworks over the whole site maximises the time and
area of soil can be exposed and prone to erosion. “Construction staging” where the site has
earthworks undertaken in small units over time and with progressive revegetation, limits
erosion. Careful planning is needed. Temporary stockpiles, access and utility service
installation all need to be planned. Construction staging differs from sequencing. Sequencing
sets out the order of construction to contractors.
Staged Construction - Site Specific Detail for This Project:
•

Each day, only as much material will be excavated as is needed to complete the current
construction activities. At the end of each day if rain is likely, silt socks or silt fences will be
placed below any small areas that were not reinstated

•

Silt socks will be installed at strategic intervals along water tables below the active works
area if rainfall is likely and stabilisation measures have not been completed

•

Ongoing monitoring and maintenance of sediment control devices and protective grass
cover will continue during the works and maintenance period.

C. Protect Steep Slopes: Existing steep slopes should be avoided. If clearing is necessary, runoff
from above the site can be diverted away from the exposed slope to minimise erosion. If steep
slopes are worked and need stabilisation, traditional vegetative covers like top soiling and
seeding may not be enough - special protection is often needed.
Protect Steep Slopes- Specific Detail for This Project:
•

Where steep slopes exist within the work area, or are created from construction activities,
ensure that these are protected. New slopes are to be protected immediately by
hydroseeding with polymer Geo-binders, or suitable geotextiles such as Coconut Fibre at
under sown with a suitable revegetation seed mixture

D. Protect Waterbodies: Existing streams, watercourses, and proposed drainage patterns need
to be mapped. Clearing may not be permitted adjacent to a watercourse unless the works

1

Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for the Wellington Region September 2002 Reprinted June 2006. Technical
report 2009/02
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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have been approved. Where undertaken, works that cross or disturb the watercourse are also
likely to require resource consents.
Protect Waterbodies- Site Specific Detail for This Project:
The proposed wetland construction is approximately 145m from the Mangapapa Stream and
approximately 10m from Manga-atua Stream. The biodiversity wetland bay encroaches on the
Manga-atua Stream, as the remainder of the treated wastewater from this bay will be directed
towards the stream via an infiltration bed.
•

All waterbodies within the area are to be identified before construction begins

•

Watercourses are to be protected from sediment discharges and can be done with a range
of erosion control measures. These include rapid stabilisation of water tables with gravel or
straw mulching, geotextiles and hydroseeding; filtering out sediment with silt socks and silt
fences

•

These “instant” protection measures will allow long grass and other sediment filtering
vegetation to establish on all disturbed areas

E. Stabilise Exposed Areas Rapidly: The ultimate objective is to fully stabilise disturbed soils with
vegetation after each stage and at specific milestones within stages. Methods are site specific
and can range from conventional sowing through to straw mulching. Mulching can be the
most effective instant protection.
Stabilise Exposed Areas Rapidly- Site Specific Detail for This Project:

F.

•

Disturbed batted slopes will be quickly protected by hydroseeding or seeding and
installing suitable geotextile fabrics where required

•

Site stockpiles will be sited away from drainage paths. Silt fence or silt socks will be
installed to trap sediment wherever there is a risk of soil loss from stockpiles

Install Perimeter Controls: Perimeter controls above the site keep clean runoff out of the worked
area – a critical factor for effective erosion control. Perimeter controls can also retain or direct
sediment laden runoff within the site. Common perimeter controls are diversion drains, silt
fences and earth bunds.

Install Perimeter Controls -Site Specific Detail for This Project:
•

Ensure clean water is diverted away from areas of disturbance and divert runoff from areas
disturbed to sediment control measures

G. Employ Detention Devices: Even with the best erosion and sediment practices, earthworks will
discharge sediment-laden runoff during storms. Along with erosion control measures,
sediment retention structures are needed to capture runoff, so sediment generated can settle
out. The presence of fine-grained soils means sediment retention ponds are often not highly
effective. Ensure the other control measures used are appropriate for the project and
adequately protect the receiving environment.
Employ Detention Devices - Site Specific Detail for This Project:
•

Treat runoff by methods that allow sediment to settle out e.g. Decanting Earth Bunds (DEBs)
and Sediment Retention Ponds (SRPs)

•

Suitably sized sediment retention ponds and decanting earth bunds will be constructed and
located to ensure sediment loss is restricted to erosion and sediment control guidelines.

H. Experience and Training: A trained, and experienced contractor is an important element of
an ESCP. These people are responsible for installing and maintaining erosion and sediment

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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control practices. Such staff can save project time and money by identifying threatened areas
early on and putting into place correct practices.
Experience and Training - Site Specific Detail for This Project:

I.

•

The contractor will arrange a pre-construction meeting with a representative from Horizons
Regional Council. This meeting is to ensure that the requirements of HRC in terms of the
implementation of the ESCCP are agreed and understood by both parties.

•

The contractor will ensure all staff working on the project fully understand the purpose of
the ESCP and the importance of its measures

Inspect and Adjust the ESCP: An effective ESCP is modified as the project progresses from
bulk earthworks to project completion. Factors such as weather, changes to grade and altered
drainage can all mean changes to planned erosion and sediment control practices. An
intense storm may leave erosion and sediment controls in need of repair, reinforcement or
cleaning out. Assessment of controls and making repairs without delay reduces further soil
loss and environmental damage.

Inspect and Adjust the ESCP - Site Specific Detail for This Project:

J.

•

The Contractor will monitor weather forecasts and check that site erosion and sediment
control measures are well maintained before, during and after storm events

•

ESC measures will be regularly monitored to identify maintenance and repair
requirements; any sediment build-ups will be removed (and taken to a suitable safe
disposal site)

•

ESC measures will be advanced and increased where and if required

Management of materials: The effective management of materials on site will have a
substantial effect on the transportation of sediment from site.

Management of materials -: Site Specific Detail for This Project:
•

Stockpiles will be located to avoid sediment laden runoff being generated. Where there is
any risk of sediment leaving the site, silt socks or silt fencing will be installed around the
downslope margin of any stockpiles.

•

Stockpiles will have a maximum height of 1.5m and be surface compacted to reduce the
risk of dust being generated.

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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5 Proposed Erosion and Sediment Controls
All erosion and sediment controls are to be designed, constructed and maintained with reference
to the Greater Wellington Regional Council Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines. The proposed
methods detailed below are indicative of the types and design of measures required for the site,
and approximate locations of these measures. As construction of the wetland progresses, these
measures may need to be moved or altered to ensure sediment runoff is managed effectively.

5.1

Erosion Controls

The general erosion control measures below will be applied to the appropriate areas during
construction. Specific sediment control measures are detailed in the following section.
5.1.1

Timing of Earthworks

The project construction timeframe shall be planned to ensure earthworks are completed prior to
the winter works season (begins 1st May) where possible. If earthworks are required over the winter
earthworks period, the contractor shall discuss in advance with Horizons Regional Council what
additional measures and/or monitoring is required during the winter period. Horizons Regional
Council will require a winter works application to be submitted and any amendments to this erosion
and sediment control plan will require resubmission and approval by Horizons Regional Council.
5.1.2

Site Access Track

It is unlikely that a stabilised construction access track will be required during construction of the
proposed wetland area, due to vehicle movements in the area anticipated to be minimal. The
contractor must however ensure that sediment is not tracked from the site onto surrounding roads.
If required, the entrance will be stabilised using aggregate to prevent this entrance becoming a
source of sediment tracking.
5.1.3

Stabilisation and reinstatement

Once exposed areas are at the required levels/grades, these areas will be required to be stabilised
by hydroseeding, mulch, coconut matting or equivalent immediately. This stabilisation will occur as
the construction of the wetland progresses to ensure a minimal area is exposed at any one time.
5.1.4

Cleanwater Diversion

To reduce the amount of water entering the active works area, and therefore reduce the volume of
dirty water requiring treatment, cleanwater diversions can be installed to reduce the amount of
upslope runoff entering the site.
5.1.5

Dust Control

The most appropriate method of reducing dust created by construction activities is to control dust
with water spray as required.

5.2 Sediment Controls
5.2.1

Sediment Retention Pond

The Greater Wellington Regional Council Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines recommends
that for any catchment greater than 0.3 ha (3000m 2), a sediment retention pond (SRP) is the most
appropriate control measure. As indicated in Section 3, even if construction is staged so each bay is
constructed in varying stages, the approximate catchment area for each bay is greater than 0.3 ha.
With this in mind, it is recommended that a SRP is constructed below the active works area to treat
any dirty water created as a result of the construction activities onsite.
The SRP should be sized to 3% of the largest contributing catchment, and a silt fence should also
be installed below the SRP footprint to ensure any runoff from the SRP construction is captured. A
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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flocculation management plan for the site should be prepared by the appointed contractor prior to
construction to determine the most effective way to treat the dirty water captured in the SRP.
5.2.2

Silt Fences

The use of silt fences across site may be required in localised areas where dirty water runoff cannot
be directed towards the SRP. Positioning of silt fencing is to be determined on site by the contractor.
The contractor must ensure that the silt fences are constructed to the Greater Wellington Regional
Council Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines, with the appropriate number of returns.

5.3 Minor Amendments
As the construction progresses, minor changes may be required to be made to the ESCP. This may
include:
•

Repositioning of silt fencing

•

Installation of diversion bunds or check dams

•

Additional mulching, hydroseeding and stabilisation

5.4 Decommissioning
No erosion and sediment control measures are to be removed from the site until the active works
area is stabilised. Where hydroseeding is used, the surface is not to be considered stabilised until at
least 80% grass strike is achieved.

6 Maintenance, Monitoring and Reporting
It is recommended that the contractor undertakes the following maintenance, monitoring and
reporting activities which are to be incorporated into the contractor’s site management plan during
construction. All ESC measures onsite are to be inspected by the appropriate site personnel regularly
to ensure the measures in place are sufficient.
Weather forecast – the contractor is to check Met service New Zealand regularly for the rainfall
forecasts. All ESC devices will be inspected before, during and after any forecast significant rainfall
event (≥ 25 mm in a 24-hour period and/or 10mm/hour intensity).
Silt Fencing – the contractor is to regularly inspect silt fencing, specifically:
•
•
•
•

Check silt fences are toed in correctly
Check for any damage to silt fencing
Regularly remove sediment build up when bulges in fencing is observed
Check for any areas of collapse or ineffectiveness

Sediment Retention Pond (SRP) – the contractor is to regularly inspect SRP, specifically:
•
•
•
•

Check for signs of erosion
Check outlet structure
Ensure accumulated sediment is removed before it reaches 20% of pond capacity
Ensure removed sediment is placed in a suitable location, away from any waterbodies

Monitoring of sediment discharge – the contractor is to regularly check that all ESC devices are
operating efficiently and monitor construction activities to determine whether additional measures
are required. The contractor is also to ensure that no sediment is discharging into the surrounding
streams
Stabilisation – the contractor is to maintain all re-grassed areas until a protective cover of vegetation
has established (until the conclusion of the Contract’s defects notification period).

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2020
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Dust management – the contractor is to ensure any dust risk is managed until the conclusion of the
Contracts defects notification period.
General Inspections - The contractor will check ESC measures regularly for any signs of obvious
damage. A general inspection will be undertaken weekly to ensure sediment control measures are
working effectively.
The performance of ESC measures will be reported monthly to the client, along with any other
contractual issues.

7

Heavy Rainfall Response and Contingency
Measures

The Contractor will register with NZ Met Service for severe weather warnings. Following any heavy
rainfall warning the ESC measures will be inspected and any sediment built up behind Silt Socks
will be removed.
The following contingency measures are proposed:
•

Proposed construction sequencing can be varied depending on likelihood and risks from
rainfall events

•

Temporary surface stabilisation measures will be applied with straw mulch, covering with
appropriate geotextiles, or by use of a suitable soil binder product used in accordance with
the manufacturer’s directions

•

Ensure any temporary stockpiled material is away from drainage paths and drains.

•

Section F of the Auckland Council’s Erosion and Sediment Control Guide for Land Disturbing
Activities in the Auckland Region (June 2016) may provide additional information which may
be helpful to the contractor to prepare for storm events

•

Contingency measures that are implemented will be recorded on a site Sediment Control
and Maintenance Sheet.

8 Reviewing and Changing the ESCP
Any minor updates or amendments to the ESCP will be discussed with the Horizons representative.
Any major changes will be documented and an amended ESCP will be submitted to HRC for
approval.

9 Site Responsibilities
The appointed contractor will be the nominated party responsible for the implementation and
maintenance of the Erosion and Sediment Control measures.
The Site Supervisor or Foreman will be responsible for the day-to-day maintenance of the sediment
control measures. Implementation and performance of the ESCP will be monitored by the Horizons
Regional Council representative.
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Appendix A
Possible Revegetation Techniques (if
required) – Mulching, Seeding,
Hydroseeding etc

Appendix B
Silt Sock (SS)/Filter Log (FL) fact sheet
Silt Sock Sediment Filtering Dam – use
compost filled socks for good sediment
filtering

Appendix C
Silt Fence (SF) fact sheet

Earthworks series – erosion and sediment control factsheet

Silt fence

DEFINITION

DESIGN

A temporary barrier of woven geotextile fabric used to intercept run
off, reduce its velocity and impound sediment laden run off from
small areas of disturbed soil.

• Ensure silt fence height is a minimum of 400mm above ground
level.

PURPOSE
To detain flows from run off so that deposition of transported
sediment can occur through settlement.
Silt fences can only be used to intercept sheet flow. Do not use silt
fences as velocity checks in channels or place them where they will
intercept concentrated flow.

APPLICATION
• On low gradient sites or for confined areas where the contributing
catchment is small, such as short steep batter fills and around
watercourses.
• To delineate the limit of disturbance on an earthworks site such
as riparian areas or bush reserves.
• To store run off behind the silt fence without damaging the fence
or the submerged area behind the fence.
• Do not install silt fences across watercourses or in areas of
concentrated flows.

• Place supporting posts/waratahs for silt fences no more than 2m
apart unless additional support is provided by tensioned wire
(2.5mm HT) along the top of the silt fence. Where a strong woven
fabric is used in conjunction with a wire support, the distance
between posts can be extended up to 4m. Double the silt fence
fabric over and fasten to the wire and posts with wire ties or
cloth fastening clips at 150mm spacing. Ensure supporting posts/
waratahs are embedded a minimum of 400mm into the ground.
• Always install silt fences along the contour. Where this is not
possible or where there are long sections of silt fence, install
short silt fence returns, projecting upslope from the silt fence
to minimise concentrations of flows. Silt fence returns are a
minimum of 2m in length, can incorporate a tie back and are
generally constructed by continuing the silt fence around the
return and doubling back to eliminate joins.
• Join lengths of silt fence by doubling over fabric ends around
a wooden post or batten or by stapling the fabric ends to a
batten and butting the two battens together as shown in figure 1
(overleaf).
• Maximum slope lengths, spacing of returns and angles for silt
fences are shown in table 1 (overleaf).
• Install silt fence wings at either end of the silt fence projecting
upslope to a sufficient height to prevent outflanking.

www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/earthworks

• Where impounded flow may overtop the
silt fence, crossing natural depressions or
low points, make provision for a riprap
splash pad or other outlet protection
device.
• Do not use silt fences in catchments of
more than 0.25ha.
• Where water may pond behind the silt
fence, provide extra support with tie
backs from the silt fence to a central
stable point on the upward side.
Extra support can also be provided by
stringing wire between support stakes
and connecting the filter fabric to this
wire.

CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS

MAINTENANCE
• Inspect silt fences at least once a week and after each rainfall. Make any necessary
repairs when bulges occur or when sediment accumulation reaches 50 per cent of the
fabric height.
• Any areas of collapse, decomposition or ineffectiveness need to be immediately
replaced.
• Remove sediment deposits as necessary to continue to allow for adequate sediment
storage and reduce pressure on the silt fence. Ensure that the sediment is removed to a
secure area.
• Do not remove silt fence materials and sediment deposition until the catchment area
has been appropriately stabilised. Stabilise the area of the removed silt fence.
Table 1

Silt fence design criteria
Slope steepness (%)

Slope length (m)
(Maximum)

Spacing of returns (m)

Silt fence length (m)
(Maximum)

Flatter than 2%

Unlimited

N/A

Unlimited

2-10%

40

60

300

10-20%

30

50

230

20-33%

20

40

150

33-50%

15

30

75

> 50%

6

20

40

• Use silt fence material appropriate to
the site conditions and in accordance
with the manufacturer’s specifications.
• Excavate a trench a minimum of
100mm wide and 200mm deep along
the proposed line of the silt fence.
Install the support posts on the
downslope edge of the trench and
silt fence fabric on the upslope side
of the support posts to the full depth
of the trench. Backfill the trench with
compacted soil.
• Use supporting posts of tanalised
timber a minimum of 50mm square,
or steel waratahs at least 1.5m in length.

Figure 1

2m maximum

400mm minimum
height of geotextile

Ground level

200mm min

Steel standards such as waratahs or
standard wooden fencepost driven Flow
a minimum of 400mm into the ground

Flow

Elevation
Geotextile fixed firmly
to post/waratah

Overlap wooden battens
400mm minimum
height of geotextile

Flow

• Reinforce the top of the silt fence
fabric with a wire support made
of galvanised wire of a minimum
diameter of 2.5mm. Tension the
wire using permanent wire strainers
attached to angled waratahs at the
end of the silt fence.

Compacted backfill

Staple

400mm minimum
post depth
Section A

Trench geotextile 200mm
minimum into ground

Staple

Cross section

• Where ends of silt fence fabric come
together, ensure they are overlapped,
folded and stapled to prevent
sediment bypass.

Staple
Section B

Staple

Standard fabric joint

Where required returns a
minimum of 2 meters in
length to reduce velocity
along the silt fence and
provide intermediate
impoundment

Ends of returned
wired back to
stake or waratah

Provide leakproof joint at
the junction of the return
and main silt fence alignment

Perspective view

Waikato Regional Council
Private Bag 3038
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

Trench geotextile a
minimum of 200mm
into the ground

For more information call Waikato Regional Council’s freephone on
0800 800 401 or visit www.waikatoregion.govt.nz.
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Appendix D
Sediment Retention Pond (SRP) Fact
Sheet

Earthworks series – erosion and sediment control factsheet

Sediment Retention Pond (SRP)

DEFINITION
A temporary pond formed by excavation into natural ground or by
the construction of an embankment, and incorporating a device to
dewater the pond at a rate that will allow suspended sediment to
settle out.

PURPOSE
To treat sediment-laden run off and reduce the volume of sediment
leaving a site, thus protecting downstream environments from
excessive sedimentation and water quality degradation.

APPLICATION
Sediment retention ponds are appropriate where treatment of
sediment-laden run off is necessary, and are the appropriate
control measure for exposed catchments of more than 0.3ha. It
is vital that the sediment retention pond is maintained until the
disturbed area is fully protected against erosion by permanent
stabilisation.
The location of the sediment retention pond needs to be carefully
considered in terms of the overall project, available room for
construction and maintenance and the final location of any
permanent stormwater retention facilities that may be constructed
at a later stage.

Another major consideration is whether drainage works can be
routed to the sediment retention pond until such time as the site
is fully stabilised.
The general design approach is to create an impoundment of
sufficient volume to capture a significant proportion of the design
run off event, and to provide quiescent (stilling) conditions, which
promote the settling of suspended sediment.
The sediment retention pond design is such that very large run
off events will receive at least partial treatment and smaller run
off events will receive a high level of treatment. To achieve this,
the energy of the inlet water needs to be low to minimise resuspension of sediment and the decant rate of the outlet also
needs to be low to minimise water currents and to allow sufficient
detention time for the suspended sediment to settle out.
Specific design criteria are discussed below, but can be summarised
as the following:
• Use sediment retention ponds for bare areas of bulk earthworks
of 0.3ha or greater.
• Restrict catchment areas to less than 5.0ha per sediment
retention pond. This limits the length of overland flow paths and
reduces maintenance problems.

www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/earthworks

• Locate sediment retention ponds so
as to provide a convenient collection
point for sediment laden flows from
the catchment area. This will require
strategic use of cut-offs, run off diversion
channels and contour drains.

Typical silt pond layout

Bund/diversion drains to ensure
all flow enters at the inlet end

Wide shallow level spillway over existing ground where
possible, retain the existing grass cover. Bare areas to be
stabilised with concrete or similar

Secure the ends of the
level spreader by burying
within the earth bund

• Locate sediment retention ponds to
allow access for removing sediment from
the pond.
• Locate sediment retention ponds to
allow the spillway to discharge over
undisturbed, well vegetated ground.
Floating
decants

• Do not locate sediment retention ponds
within watercourses.
• Embankment and spillway stability are
generally the weak point in sediment
retention pond construction. Correct
compaction, particularly around
emergency spillways, discharge pipes
and anti-seep collars, will keep the
system robust.

All bare surfaces to be stabilised with vegetation if the pond is to
remain through a winter period, otherwise just the outer batter
needs to be stabilised
Sediment
Forebay
(1m deep)

Pinned geotextile overlaid with large rock to break up flow
Extra crest width may be required to
provide for machinery access for
cleaning out

Figure 1: Typical silt pond layout

DESIGN - SIZE OF THE POND
Calculate the volume of the sediment retention pond using the depth measured from
the base of the sediment retention pond to the top of the primary spillway. The following
design criteria apply:
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•

On earthwork sites with slopes less than 10 per cent and less than 200m in length,
construct a sediment retention pond with a minimum volume of 2 per cent of the
contributing catchment (200m3 for each ha of contributing catchment).

•

On sites with slopes greater than 10 per cent and/or more than 200m in length,
construct sediment retention ponds with a minimum volume of 3 per cent of the
contributing catchment (300 m3 capacity for each ha of contributing catchment).

•

An additional 10 per cent of this volume is to be used as a sediment forebay.

•

The slope angle is determined by the steepest slope within a 50m radius of the
sediment retention pond inlet or by the average slope angle over the contributing
catchment, whichever is the greater.

•

On sites that are particularly steep, have a high clay content or have sensitive
downstream environments, a greater sediment retention pond volume and/or the
use of chemical treatment may be required.

•

Clean out sediment retention ponds when the volume of sediment accumulated
within them reaches 20 per cent of the design volume.

•

Clearly show the sediment retention pond dimensions necessary to obtain the
required volume, as detailed above, on the site’s erosion and sediment control
plan(s).

DESIGN - DEAD STORAGE (PERMANENT STORAGE)

•

If two decant systems are required,
ensure the lower T-bar decant operates
through the full live storage depth of
the sediment retention pond. The upper
T-bar decant is to operate through the
upper 50 per cent of the live storage
depth of the sediment retention pond
only.

•

If three decant systems are to be used,
then the lower T-bar decant operates
through the full live storage depth and
the second T-bar decant through the
upper two thirds of live storage depth of
the sediment retention pond. The upper
T-bar decant operates through the upper
one third of live storage depth of the
sediment retention pond.

•

Ensure that the T-bar decant float is
securely fastened with steel strapping
directly on top of the decant arm,
and weight it to keep the decant arm
submerged just below the surface
through all stages of the decant cycle.
This will also minimise the potential for
blockage of the decant slots by floating
debris. The most successful method
found to date is to weight the decant
arm by strapping a 1.8m long waratah
between the float and the decant
(approximately 4kg of weight).

•

Position the T-bar decant at the correct
height by supporting the decant arm
between warratahs as detailed in figure
2.

•

Lay the discharge pipe at a 1 - 2 per
cent gradient, compact the fill material
around it using a machine compactor
and incorporate anti-seep collars with
the following criteria:

Dead storage is the component of impoundment volume that does not decant and
remains in the sediment retention pond. It is important for dissipating the energy of
inflows.
•

Ensure dead storage is a minimum of 30 per cent of the total sediment
retention pond storage by positioning the lowest decant 0.54 - 0.8m above the
invert of the sediment retention pond.

DESIGN - LIVE STORAGE (DECANT STORAGE)
•
•
•

Live storage is the volume between the lowest decant outlet level and the top
of the sediment retention pond primary spillway.
Ensure that the live storage volume capacity is 70 per cent of the total
sediment retention pond storage.
The approved decant design detailed in these guidelines allows the decant
system to be raised as sediment deposition increases, thereby maintaining the
percentage volume of live storage.

Sediment retention pond showing decant system.

DESIGN - DECANTING/OUTLET DE-WATERING DEVICE
•

De-water the sediment retention pond to remove the relatively clean water
without removing any of the settled sediment, and without removing any
appreciable quantities of floating debris.

•

The use of a floating T-bar de-watering device, which allows for the decanting
of the cleaner surface water from the top of the water column, is required.

•

The required decant rate from a sediment retention pond is 3 litres/second/ha
of contributing catchment. This rate ensures that appropriate detention times
are achieved.

•

A standard T-bar design is detailed in figure 2 for various sized catchments.
Single decant without manhole riser needs to have a primary spillway (upstand
riser) installed.

•

To achieve a decant rate of 4.5 litres/second per decant, for a 1.5 ha catchment,
drill 200 10mm diameter holes positioned evenly over the decant.Holes can be
blocked as required for smaller catchments. Block out 65 holes if a decant rate
of 3 l/sec is required.

•

T-bar decants must be able to operate through the full live storage depth of the
sediment retention pond.

•

•

Install collars around the pipe
to increase the seepage length
along the pipe with a spacing of
approximately 10m.

•

The vertical projection of each
collar is 1m.

•

Ensure all anti seep collars and
their connections are watertight.

Use a flexible thick rubber coupling
to provide a connection between the
decant arm and the primary spillway
or discharge pipe. To provide sufficient
flexibility (such as is required for the
lower decant arm) install two couplings.
Fasten the flexible coupling using strap
clamps and glue.
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•

Where a concrete riser decant system is utilised, ensure the lower decant connection is positioned on an angle upwards from
the horizontal so as to split the operational angle that the decant works through. This will reduce the deformation force on the
coupling used.

T-Bar decant

Waratahs placed either side of decant arm as
alternative means of securing decant
Wire limiting vertical movement of decant
2m
2m
Standard Tee joint

Attach 1.8 long waratah to weight
decant (see section A-A)

A

300mm
A
100mm diameter PVC pipe
upstand with the top
positioned 150mm below
the level of the emergency
spillway. The treatment
volume is to be measured
to the top of this upstand.
Section A-A

Standard end caps

Flexible rubber joints
glued and clamped - two
joints to be used only for
lower decant

Wire or steel straps to
joint decant and float

Decant Six equally spaced rows of
10mm diameter holes at 60mm
pacings along the full length of
the decant pipe

Single waratah fixed firmly
behind cable ties/straps
required to weight decant

Float

Nylon cord to be tied
through the end holes in
decant and secured to
the waratah

Decant
Standard waratah placement at
either end of the decant

Figure 2: T-Bar decant

DESIGN - FOREBAY
•

•
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Construct a forebay with a volume equal to 10 per cent
of the pond design volume. On sites with slopes less
than 10 per cent and lengths less than 200m this equates
to a forebay volume of 0.2 per cent of the contributing
catchment area - 0.2 m3 per 100 m2 of contributing
catchment. On sites with slopes greater than 10 per
cent and lengths greater than 200m, forebay volume is
equivalent to 0.3 per cent of the contributing catchment
area ie: 0.3 m3 per 100 m2 of contributing catchment.
The forebay is to extend the full width of the main pond and
is to be 0.5 to 1m deep.

•

All inlets into the forebay are to be stabilised.

•

Access to the forebay is to be maintained at all times to
allow easy and frequent removal of accumulated sediments
by an excavator. Sediment should also be removed after
every large storm event.

DESIGN - EMBANKMENT
•

Thoroughly compact the sediment
retention pond embankment, with
material laid in 150mm layers and
compacted to engineering standards.

•

Before building a sediment retention
pond, install sediment controls such
as silt fences below the construction
area and maintain them to a functional
standard until the sediment retention
pond batters are fully stabilised.

•

Where possible, install the discharge
pipes through the embankment as the
embankment is being constructed.

•

Fully stabilise the external batter face by
vegetative or other means immediately
after construction.

•

Ensure all bare areas associated with
the sediment retention pond (including
internal batters) are stabilised with
vegetation if the sediment retention
pond is to remain in use over winter.

Single decant
for catchments up to 1.5 hectares
Width of top embankment should be
wide enough to ensure machinery
access for de-sludging of pond, if there
are no other access points available
Width of top embankment should be
wide enough to ensure machinery
Spillway
andof pond, if there
access
forcompacted
de-sludging
smoothed
eliminate
all available
voids
are
no othertoaccess
points
prior to laying and pinning
appropriate geotextile/concrete
Spillway compacted and
smoothed to eliminate all voids
Pond
battersand pinning
prior
to laying
2:1 to 3:1 geotextile/concrete
appropriate

Single decant
for catchments up to 1.5 hectares
Minimum freeboard 300mm

SEE DECANT DETAIL

Minimum freeboard 300mm

SEE DECANT DETAIL

Pond batters
2:1 to 3:1

Poured concrete
antiseep collar

Pond base
level
Dead
storage
500mm
Waratah stakes
Pond base level

Poured concrete
antiseep collar

Poured 100mmØ
concrete discharge pipe
Poured
laid concrete
at 1
antiseep
collar
antiseep collar
or 2%
gradient.

CROSS
100mmØ discharge
pipe laid SECTION
at 1
or 2% gradient.

Live
storage
variable
up to
Live
1500mm
storage
variable
Dead
up
to
storage
1500mm
500mm

2 x rubber couplingsWaratah
to provide
stakes
additional range

2 x rubber couplings to provide
additional range

Figure 3: Cross section of singleCROSS
decant
SECTION
Rip-rap placed at pond outlet with
geotextile fabric placed underneath

Rip-rap placed at pond outlet with
geotextile fabric placed underneath

Geotextile fabric should be laid
into the pond to a depth of at
least 500mm below the
spillway invert
Geotextile fabric should be laid
into the pond to a depth of at
least 500mm below the
spillway invert

Waratahs and strong nylon
cord to control level of
decant
Waratahs and strong nylon
cord to control level of
decant

DESIGN - POND LEVEL
SPREADER

Geotextile fabric secured firmly to
the embankment face.

•

Incorporate a pond level spreader between
the forebay and the main pond to spread
inflow velocities, thereby allowing rapid
dissipation of inflow energies. Combine
the pond level spreader with a well
compacted and smoothed inlet batter (no
steeper than a 3:1 gradient), stabilised
over its entire area. The essential design
feature is to ensure the pond level
spreader is completely level, non-erodible
and spans the full width of the sediment
retention pond.

•

Stabilise the level spreader and inlet
embankment to the base of the pond
with a layer of strong woven low
permeability geotextile overlaid with a
layer of soft non-woven needle punched
geotextile. Pin at 500mm centres.

•

To ensure even inflows, install a trenched
and pegged 150mm x 50mm timber weir
or similar across the full width of the
inlet. Bund the edges with compacted
earth to prevent outflanking and line
to prevent erosion. This timber weir is
haunched using site concrete which also
serves to toe in the geotextile protection
that will be required.

•

Position the top of the pond level
spreader weir 100 – 200mm above the
invert of the emergency spillway.

Anti-seep
collars

Geotextile fabric secured firmly to
the embankment face.

PLAN

Anti-seep
collars
TP90_11.dwg

PLAN

Figure 4: Plan view of decant

TP90_11.dwg

DESIGN - SHAPE OF THE POND
•

Ensure the length to width ratio of the sediment retention pond is no less
than 3:1 and no greater than 5:1. The length of the sediment retention pond is
measured as the distance between the inlet and the outlet (decant system).
A 2:1 ratio may be used if the pond depth is no greater than 1m.

•

Maximise the distance between the inlet and the outlet (including the
emergency spillway) to reduce the risk of short circuiting and to promote
quiescent conditions. If this cannot be achieved by correctly positioning the
inlet and outlets, install baffles to achieve the appropriate length to width ratio
design.

•

Ensure that the sediment retention pond has a level spreader as described
in figure 5 to promote the even and gradual dissipation of the heavier inflow
water across the full area of the sediment retention pond.
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Figure 5: Pond level speader

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS

DESIGN - PRIMARY SPILLWAY

•

Install one or more silt fences accross the width of the
sediment retention pond.

•

For catchments up to 1.5ha use a discharge and primary
spillway pipe diameter of 100mm.

•

Slope the base of the pond towards the inlet end. This will
reduce sediment travelling to the decant end of the pond.

•

For contributing catchments between 1.5 and 3ha in area,
use a discharge and primary spillway pipe diameter of
150mm.

•

Where contributing catchments are 3ha or greater a
concrete manhole riser and a minimum 300mm diameter
outlet pipe must be used as a primary spillway. The concrete
manhole riser must have a sealed bottom and be weighted
to prevent floating.

•

If the sediment retention pond is to operate over the
winter and the contributing catchment is fully stabilised,
disconnect the T-bar decant to reduce the frequency of
emergency spillway activation and consequent erosion.

•

Where a primary spillway upstand riser is used, place
the top of the riser a minimum 600mm lower than the
top of the sediment retention pond embankment and a
minimum 300mm lower than the emergency spillway crest.
Ensure the riser and the discharge pipe connections are all
completely watertight.

DESIGN - DEPTH OF POND
•

Sediment retention pond depths may be 1 - 2m deep, but
no deeper than 2m. Deeper ponds are more likely to cause
short circuiting problems during larger storm events and
require specifically designed floating decant systems.

•

The decant design in these guidelines operates through a
maximum live storage range of 1.5m.
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SPILLWAY
•

An emergency spillway is essential
for all sediment retention ponds.

•

Emergency spillways must be
capable of accommodating the
critical 1 per cent AEP event without
eroding.

•

Emergency spillways must discharge
onto stabilised ground. The
emergency spillway must be located
at the outlet end of the pond behind
or beside the decant system.

•

The emergency spillway crest and
outer batter requires a very high
standard of stabilisation with the fill
material well compacted.

•

Construct the emergency spillway as
a stabilised trapezoidal cross section.
The trapezoidal cross sections need
to be continued down the outside
batter to avoid flows outflanking the
geotextile.

•

When utilising geotextile for
emergency spillway stabilisation
purposes, the batter face must be
smooth and all voids filled.

•

If geotextile is used, a strong
woven low permeability geotextile
is laid first and then covered with
a soft non-woven needle punched
geotextile. Ensure the geotextile is
pinned at 0.5m centres over the full
area of the emergency spillway.

•

•

Where possible, construct
emergency spillways in well
vegetated, undisturbed ground (not
fill) and discharge over long grass.
Construct the emergency spillway
with a minimum of 300 mm
freeboard height above the primary
spillway invert.

Figure 6: Cross sections of plan SRP emergency spillway

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
•

Construct a fabric silt fence across the downslope end of the proposed works.

•

Clear areas under proposed fills of topsoil or other unsuitable material down to
competent material. Large fill embankments may need to be keyed in.

•

Use only approved fill.

•

Place and compact fill in layers as per the engineer’s specifications.

•

Do not place pervious materials such as sand or gravel within the fill material.

•

Construct fill embankments approximately 10 per cent higher than the design
height to allow for settlement of the material. Install appropriate pipe work and
anti-seep collars during the construction of the embankment and compact around
these appropriately.

•

Install and stabilise the emergency spillway.

•

Install and stabilise the level spreader.

•

Securely attach the decant system to the horizontal pipework. Make all connections
watertight. Place any manhole riser on a firm foundation of impervious soil.

•

Do not place pervious material such as sand or scoria around the discharge pipe or
the anti-seep collars.

•

Check sediment retention pond freeboard for differential settlement and rectify as
necessary.

•

Stabilise both internal and external batters with vegetation.
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POND MAINTENANCE AND DISPOSAL OF
SEDIMENT
•

Clean out sediment retention ponds before the volume
of accumulated sediment reaches 20 per cent of the total
sediment retention pond volume. To assist in gauging
sediment loads, clearly mark the 20 per cent volume height
on the decant riser.

•

Clean out sediment retention ponds with high capacity
sludge pumps, or with excavators (long reach excavators if
needed) loading onto sealed tip trucks or to a secure area
immediately adjacent to the pond.

•

The erosion and sediment control plan (ESCP) should
identify disposal locations for the sediment removed from
the sediment retention pond. Deposit the sediment in such
a location so that it does not lead to a direct discharge
to receiving environments. Stabilise all disposal sites as
required and approved in the site’s ESCP.

•

Inspect sediment retention ponds a minimum of once per
week and before every forecasted rainfall event. Inspect for
correct operation after every run off event. Immediately
repair any damage to sediment retention ponds caused by
erosion or construction equipment.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT
Some chemicals can be used successfully to promote
flocculation (clumping together) of suspended solids in the
sediment retention pond to increase the particle mass and
speed the rate of settling:
• Poly Aluminium Chloride (PAC)
• poly-DADMAC
• Haloklear
• Crystalfloc
Chemical dosing systems are likely to be required where the
design sediment retention pond volume cannot be achieved
because of site constraints and/or where a high level of
treatment is required because of the sensitivity of the receiving
environment. Chemical treatment is also more likely to be
required where the clay component is high or when specifically
requested by council.
All chemical treatments require flocculation mangement plans to
be submitted and approved by Waikato Regional Council before
commencing any flocculation method.

SAFETY
Sediment retention ponds are attractive to children and can
become safety hazards if not appropriately fenced and if safety
rules are not followed. Low gradient pond batters provide an
additional safety measure. Check the safety requirements of the
city or district council authority and the Occupational Safety and
Health branch of the Department of Labour.

Waikato Regional Council
Private Bag 3038
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

For more information call Waikato Regional Council’s freephone on
0800 800 401 or visit www.waikatoregion.govt.nz.
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